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--- You donÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t fuck with the club president's son. ---Tooth. Vice President of the Coffin Nails

Motorcycle Club. On a neverending quest for vengeance. The last thing he needs is becoming a

permanent babysitter for a male hooker.Lucifer. Fallen. Lost. Alone.After a childhood filled with

neglect and abuse, followed by his motherÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s suicide, Lucifer set out into the world alone.

There was nothing for him out there other than taking it one day at a time. As the bastard son of the

Coffin Nails club president, Lucifer never got much fatherly love. So when the Nails show up at the

strip joint Lucifer works in, the last thing he expects is to be put in the custody of Tooth, the Nails

Vice President famous for his gruesome interrogation techniques. The man proves to be the sexiest

beast Lucifer has ever met. HeÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s also older, straight, and an itch Luci canÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t ever

scratch. ToothÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s life came to a halt twelve years ago. His lover got brutally murdered,

police never found the perpetrators, and all leads were dead ends. To find peace and his own

justice, Tooth joined the Coffin Nails, but years on, heÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s gotten nowhere with the case, yet

still lives on with the burning fire for revenge.Babysitting a deeply scarred teenager with a talent for

disappearing is the last thing on his bucket list. He promised himself to never get attached to

someone like him again. To make sure the openly gay boy is safe in the clubhouse, Tooth is stuck

keeping an eye on him. The big, blue, attention seeking gaze is drawing Tooth in, but fucking the

presidentÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s son is a complete no-go, even when both their feelings go beyond lust.What

Tooth doesnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t know is that Lucifer might hold the key to the closure Tooth so desperately

needs.WARNING Contains adult content: a gritty storyline, steamy scenes, explicit language,

violence and abuse. Inappropriate use of dental tools and milk.POSSIBLE SPOILERS:Themes:

Prostitution, Outlaw Motorcycle Club, organized crime, homophobia, family issues, coming out,

discipline/punishment, organ snatching, hurt-comfort, age gapGenre: contemporary gay dark

romanceLength: ~ 125,000 words (Standalone novel, no cliffhanger.)What reviewers say:"If you

don't read any other books for the next 2 years! READ THIS ONE!! You won't regret it. 5 'LUCKY'

Epic, break me off a piece of that hot Biker, stars." - S.K. Logsdon"This book is longer than the first

but just as amazing. The sex scenees are seriously hot, smoothly written and very realistic...my

favorite kind! The passion, love, emotion and deep connection between Tooth and Luci is so

strongly felt I never wanted to the story to end." - Amanda
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I love these ladies and their stories. I just finished reading this one and really enjoyed it. Loved the

MC Tooth and Lucifer aka "Luci" and they are my favorite type of characters/couples. I've also read

their Guns and Boys series...or is it Boys and Guns - whatever - Seth and Dom are truly a favorite

pair of mine and I look forward to the third installment of the story. Anyone who is looking into a

really good story to chew on and some characters who really get under your skin then these are

your authors! I have yet to be disappointed with anything I've come across that they've written. I

haven't (yet) read the other two biker stories but I've already bought one and am doing a sample of

the next. Not only is the story good but these authors really develop their characters - by the end of

the story you know who these guys are and as far as I'm concerned that's missing in a lot of the

m/m genre of stories (by other authors). If you like good stories and characters also try Barbara

Elsborg and Adrienne Wilder (not to mention my favorite author Suki Fleet). But as to this book - I

recommend it very highly.

Book 1 of this series was pretty nasty and violent as I recall. This book was soooo far from that, until

the very end. The book dragged terribly for over half the book. Needed to be cut down drastically.



For a biker gang, they were pretty damn warm and fuzzy. Lucifer/Luci had run away at 16, after his

mothers suicide, lived on the streets and ended up working in a strip club by 19. The bikers come to

the bar, and he is recognized by his father, Priest, the club president.Tooth takes Luci to stay in his

room at the clubhouse, where he acts as Luci's caretaker. For a 19 yr. old street kid, Luci still acts

like he's 16, is incredibly stupid and goes from brat to goody-two-shoes. After a rocky start he ends

up getting all cozy with his dad, half-sister and brother, just not Priests wife. And all the kids are

named after demons (wtf?). Luc is also obsessed with, hair, hair styling and conditioner.Tooth, at

20, lost his first boyfriend and joined the bikers to find and get revenge for the murderers. 12 years

later he still knows nothing, no one knows he's gay and his has a box full of BDSM implements. Luci

stays in Tooth's room for months, thinks Tooth is straight, except Tooth spanks hm frequently as

punishments. Of course Luci keeps being a bad boy. He also snuggles withTooth most nights while

they sleep. So this goes on 4-freaking-ever. Finally they have sex but by then, with the juvenile

behavior and the spankings, it just feels perverted and creepy. We never get any BDSM to even

spice it up.Finally there's a long convoluted conspiracy that puts Luci in danger, there's some

grossness and bloodshed and a really bizarre ending. I don't know why I kept reading, except I was

sure it had to get better. This is the second K.A. Merikan I've read and it will be the very last.

This story was better than the first one. I must admit it was a little all over the place however most of

the characters tie in at some point. I'm still trying to figure out when did Ghost come in and why was

his sister so strange her back story wasn't really included just tid bits hear and there. I do hope

Ghost get his own story especially since he's a Biker Doctor. The tooth fairy was hard core and

thuglicious, I felt so sorry for him having to deal with his past and the mayhem with Luci's drama. I

was said to see that one guy went through so much and was right around the corner from his dad.

How do you hide under the radar like that? Overall it was a good read and I bought both books at

once and don't regret it, I will look to add the next one to my collection.Thanks

Where can I sign up for one!?This guy has it all; alpha, protective, sweet, smart, patient, kinky, and

a beard!! LolI also love a good age gap & Tooth and Luci are 12 years apart.This book was dull of

surprises. A lot of twists and turns, and none of them typical. I love that about K.A. I never expect

their stories. Yes, I've read plenty of biker books, but never one with a storyline like this.These

ladies are just amazing, I love them more and more with every book I read

I was very hesitant to read this book because I was less than thrilled with the first in the series. I am



so glad I gave this a chance! It is so much better than Road of No Return. Luci and Tooth are both

really well developed and likable characters. I felt connected to them both, cared about them both,

and really believed their love for each other (plus the build-up to them getting together was perfect...

And totally hot when it finally happened!). Additionally, the secondary characters are great, showing

both flaws and growth throughout. It makes me wish the rest of the series would stay with the

Detroit chapter of the Coffin Nails. ;) Overall, I felt that this book was more successful than the first

because it still has that rawness and dark edge, but characters that you actually want to see

together. I will definitely be reading the next book whenever it comes out.

So, I don't remember why I picked up this title but while sick recently and looking for something easy

to read I gave it a try. I won't rehash the synopsis but give you my impression. Iwas quite pleased

with the writing style which had me finishing in one setting. The biker club was realistically gritty and

didn't appear to be a"name" only style point that many motorcycle club books seem to be lately. The

Biker "Tooth" (our hero) was portrayed as quite ruthless and despite his questionable acts you really

rooted for him. His description came across a bit "shaggy" rather than rugged. That said I thought

the hero (little "h") Lucifer...just call me Luci, was over the top. He was more emotional than a twelve

year old. I'm sure it was meant to make him more vulnerable but it played out too immature at times.

QUIET vulnerability would have worked better. Also the villain was too obvious early on and needed

to be better fleshed out. Sacrificing a sex scene to flesh out the stock villain would have been great.

Those minor irritants lowered the grade for me. Three stars would be more accurate but the writing

style brought it back up to four.
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